Kilomba
(Major NPC)
A Kilomba is a short, hairy humanoid who lurks in jungles. They stand about 4 to 5 feet tall
(female are shorter than the males), has long arms for its size, woolly hair over its whole body
and nearly orange skin beneath the coat of hair. Its coat of hair is usually reddish. It has
opposable toes on its feet & its fingers are decidedly monkey-like but they have a forehead
more human than an ape & much smaller canines than a great ape. Otherwise, it looks
grotesquely ape-like.

Traits: Kilomba,
Attributes
Control
7

Daring
8

Fitness
6

Conn
--

Security
5

Insight
12

Presence
7

Reason
2

Disciplines
Command

3

Engineering
3

Science
1

Medicine

4

Focuses: Foraging, Survival, Herbal Medecine,

Values: We live communally for survival and protection.

Stress: 11

Resistance: 0

Attacks:
6
7
0
0

A Unarmed Strike (+1CD, Melee, 1H, Nonlethal)
A Club (+2 CD, Melee, 1H, Nonlethal)
A
A

Special Rules
Additional Information: Its brain is a little larger than a chimpanzee's - it is essentially a
primate on the verge of becoming humanoid. It is a fully bipedal, man-like creature. They are
rarely seen. They are considered mischievous and have no technology - they have not even
reached the stone- age. They prefer fruit & leaves for food, but will eat meat if it is available.
They live in small groups of breeding females & children dominated by a powerful male.
Ill-Fortune: Most believe the Kilomba are bad luck to see - and worse luck to kill. Anyone
who sees one of them & who has heard the stories about bad luck must make a Insight Roll or
suffer a Difficulty of 1 on all tasks for 24 hours. Natives of this planet who see one have been
conditioned through stories to automatically fail when they encounter them. Killing one
causes the killer to suffer a Difficulty of 2 for a week. Anyone who is ignorant of the
Kilomba and its supposed `power' are not subject to this effect.
Dodge: In combat situations, they make an Opposed task [Daring+Security] to dodge an
incoming melee or ranged attack (with an increased difficulty of 1), you gain an additional
1d20 to your dice roll.
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